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Options transactions involve risks and are not suitable for all investors. Prior to entering into options transactions, an investor must read and 
understand Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options. To receive a free copy, please visit TradeKing.com at http://www.tradeking.com/ODD, 
call 1.877.495.KING, or write to TradeKing, PO Box 49050 Charlotte, NC 28277-3432.
Multiple leg options strategies involve additional risks and multiple commissions, and may result in complex tax treatments. Please consult a tax professional prior 
to implementing these strategies.

Any strategies discussed and examples using actual securities and price data are for educational and illustrative purposes only and do not imply a recommendation 
or solicitation to buy or sell a particular security or to engage in any particular investment strategy. In reading content on TradeKing’s website or in this Intelligence 
Report, you may gain ideas about when, where, and how to invest your money. Although you may discover new ideas or rationale that may be compelling, you must 
ultimately decide whether or not to put your own money at risk. Consider the following when making an investment decision: your financial and tax situation, your risk 
profile, and transaction costs.
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Are you ready to take your option trading to the next level?
You already know the difference between puts and calls. And you’ve probably written a few covered calls, 
or dabbled in cash-secured put selling. So you already have a taste of how versatile options can be when 
hedging risks, collecting income, and speculating on future price moves.

The fact is, with a little learning and proper risk management, you can use options to potentially invest 
profitably in up, down, sideways and volatile markets. So get ready to load up your toolkit with five advanced 
options plays, with strategies you can use whether you’re bullish, bearish, neutral, or expecting increased 
volatility.

Some assumptions
This Intelligence Report assumes you are well-versed in basic options concepts (ITM, OTM, implied volatility, 
etc.) and have begun trading spreads. If you’re not as confident in your knowledge of these topics as you’d like 
to be, find out more in the Learning Center at TradeKing.com.

As a veteran options trader, you know implied volatility is important in all options trades. You also probably 
know its value is determined with an options pricing model. Why mention this again? We just want to be sure 
you’re aware theoretical data and the market place don’t necessarily add up. So while implied volatility can be 
helpful in your decision making process, the inferences derived from it might not come to pass in the real world. 

The plays included here are “multiple leg options strategies”; each play has more than one trade, or leg. Keep 
in mind, these multi-leg plays have more risks and also more commissions. They may also have complex tax 
implications, so be sure to speak to a tax professional in advance.

And finally, after every play, there’s a segment for checking your trade with TradeKing’s tools. Although these 
tools might give you a glimpse into the future about how your strategy might play out, the projections they 
provide are hypothetical. Tools may help you analyze information, but they don’t give real investment results nor 
promise how things would be in the actual market place. Remember, you alone make the final determination of 
whether to pull the trigger. Consider your financial situation, risk tolerance and costs before trading. 

http://www.finra.org/
http://www.sipc.org/
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PLAY ONE 

COLLAR

NOTE: This graph indicates profit and loss at expiration, respective to the 
stock value when you sold the call and bought the put.

THE SETUP

• You own the stock
• Buy a put, strike price A
• Sell a call, strike price B
• Generally, the stock price will be between  
strikes A and B
NOTE: Both options have the same expiration month.

WHO SHOULD RUN IT

Rookies or higher

WHEN TO RUN IT

You’re bullish but nervous.

THE STRATEGY

Buying the put gives you the right to sell the stock at 
strike price A. Because you’ve also sold the call, you’ll 
be obligated to sell the stock at strike price B if the
option is assigned.

You can think of a collar as simultaneously running a 
protective put and a covered call. Some investors 
think this is a sexy trade because the covered call 
helps to pay for the protective put. So you’ve limit-
ed the downside on the stock for less than it would 
cost to buy a put alone, but there’s a tradeoff. 

The call you sell caps the upside. If the stock has 
exceeded strike B by expiration, it will most likely 
be called away. So you must be willing to sell  
it at that price.

OPTIONS GUY’S TIPS:

Many investors will run a collar when they’ve seen a nice run-up 
on the stock price, and they want to protect their unrealized profits 
against a downturn.

Some investors will try to sell the call with enough premium to pay 
for the put entirely. If established for net-zero cost, it is often referred to 
as a “zero-cost collar.” It may even be established for a net credit, if 
the call with strike price B is worth more than the put with strike price 
A.

Some investors will establish this play in a single trade. For every 
100 shares they buy, they’ll sell one out-of-the-money call contract and 
buy one out-of-the-money put contract. This limits your downside risk 
instantly, but of course, it also limits your upside.

BREAK-EVEN AT EXPIRATION

From the point the collar is established, there are 
two break-even points:
• If established for a net credit, the break-even is 
current stock price minus net credit received.
• If established for a net debit, the break-even is 
current stock price plus the net debit paid.

THE SWEET SPOT

You want the stock price to be above strike B at 
expiration and have the stock called away.

MAXIMUM POTENTIAL PROFIT

From the point the collar is established, potential 
profit is limited to strike B minus current stock 
price minus the net debit paid, or plus net credit 
received. 

MAXIMUM POTENTIAL LOSS

From the point the collar is established, risk is 
limited to the current stock price minus strike A plus 
the net debit paid, or minus the net  
credit received.

http://www.finra.org/
http://www.sipc.org/
http://www.optionsplaybook.com/option-strategies/protective-put
http://www.optionsplaybook.com/option-strategies/covered-call
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TRADEKING MARGIN REQUIREMENT

Because you own the stock, the call you sold is
considered “covered.” So no additional margin is 
required after the trade is established.

AS TIME GOES BY

For this play, the net effect of time decay is somewhat 
neutral. It will erode the value of the option you bought 
(bad) but it will also erode the value of the option you 
sold (good).

IMPLIED VOLATILITY

After the play is established, the net effect of an
increase in implied volatility is somewhat neutral. The 
option you sold will increase in value (bad), but it 
will also increase the value of the option you bought 
(good).

CHECK YOUR PLAY WITH TRADEKING TOOLS

• Use the Profit + Loss Calculator to establish break-
even points, evaluate how your strategy might change 
as expiration approaches, and analyze the Greeks. 

http://www.finra.org/
http://www.sipc.org/
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PLAY TWO 

IRON CONDOR

THE SETUP

• Buy a put, strike price A
• Sell a put, strike price B
• Sell a call, strike price C
• Buy a call, strike price D
• Generally, the stock will be between strike price B 
and strike price C
NOTE: All options have the same expiration month.

WHO SHOULD RUN IT

Veterans and higher

WHEN TO RUN IT

You’re anticipating minimal movement on the 
stock within a specific time frame.

THE STRATEGY

You can think of this play as simultaneously running an 
out-of-the-money short put spread and an out-of-the-mon-
ey short call spread. Some investors consider this to be 
a more attractive strategy than a long condor spread 
with calls or puts because you receive a net credit into 
your account right off the bat.

Typically, the stock will be halfway between strike B 
and strike C when you construct your spread. If the stock 
is not in the center at initiation, the play will be either 
bullish or bearish.

The distance between strikes A and B is usually 
the same as the distance between strikes C and 
D. However, the distance between strikes B and C 
may vary to give you a wider sweet spot  
(see Options Guy’s Tip).

You want the stock price to end up somewhere 
between strike B and strike C at expiration. An iron 
condor spread has a wider sweet spot than an iron 
butterfly. But (as always) there’s a tradeoff. In this 
case, your potential profit is lower. 

OPTIONS GUY’S TIPS:

One advantage of this strategy is that you want all of the 
options to expire worthless. If that happens, you won’t have to pay 
any commissions to get out of your position.

You may wish to consider ensuring that strike B and strike C are 
around one standard deviation or more away from the stock price at 
initiation. That will increase your probability of success. However, the 
further these strike prices are from the current stock price, the lower the 
potential profit will be from this play.

As a general rule of thumb, you may wish to consider running this 
play approximately 30–45 days from expiration to take advantage of 
accelerating time decay as expiration approaches. Of course, this 
depends on the underlying stock and market conditions such as implied 
volatility.

Some investors may wish to run this play using index options 
rather than options on individual stocks. That’s because historically, 
indexes have not been as volatile as individual stocks. Fluctuations in 
an index’s component stock prices tend to cancel one another out, 
lessening the volatility of the index as a whole.

BREAK-EVEN AT EXPIRATION

There are two break-even points:
• Strike B minus the net credit received
• Strike C plus the net credit received

THE SWEET SPOT

You achieve maximum profit if the stock price is 
between strike B and strike C at expiration.

MAXIMUM POTENTIAL PROFIT

Profit is limited to the net credit received.

MAXIMUM POTENTIAL LOSS

Risk is limited to strike B minus strike A, minus the 
net credit received.

http://www.finra.org/
http://www.sipc.org/
http://www.optionsplaybook.com/option-strategies/short-put-spread
http://www.optionsplaybook.com/option-strategies/short-call-spread
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TRADEKING MARGIN REQUIREMENT

The greater of the short call spread requirement (the
difference between the call strike prices) or the short put 
spread requirement (the difference between the put strike 
prices).

NOTE: The net credit received from establishing the iron condor may be ap-
plied to the initial margin requirement.

Keep in mind this requirement is on a per-unit basis. So don’t forget to multiply 
by the total number of units when you’re doing the math.

AS TIME GOES BY

For this play, time decay is your friend. You want all 
four options to expire worthless.

IMPLIED VOLATILITY

After the play is established, the effect of implied 
volatility depends on where the stock is relative to your 
strike prices.

If the stock is near or between strikes B and C, you 
want volatility to decrease. This will decrease the value 
of all of the options, and ideally, you’d like the iron 
condor to expire worthless. In addition, you want the 
stock price to remain stable, and a decrease in implied 
volatility suggests that may be the case.

If the stock price is approaching or outside strike A or 
D, in general you want volatility to increase. An
increase in volatility will increase the value of the
option you own at the near-the-money strike, while
having less effect on the short options at strikes B and 
C. So the overall value of the iron condor will
decrease, making it less expensive to close your
position.

CHECK YOUR PLAY WITH TRADEKING TOOLS

• Use the Profit + Loss Calculator to establish break-
even points, evaluate how your strategy might change 
as expiration approaches, and analyze the Greeks.

• Use the Probability Calculator to verify that strikes B 
and strike C are about one standard deviation away 
from the stock price.

http://www.finra.org/
http://www.sipc.org/
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PLAY THREE 

 SHORT CALL 
SPREAD

THE SETUP

• Sell a call, strike price A
• Buy a call, strike price B
• Generally, the stock will be below strike A
NOTE: Both options have the same expiration month.

WHO SHOULD RUN IT

Seasoned Veterans and higher

WHEN TO RUN IT

You’re bearish. You may also be expecting 
neutral activity if strike A is out-of-the-money.

THE STRATEGY

A short call spread obligates you to sell the stock at 
strike price A if the option is assigned but gives you the 
right to buy stock at strike price B.

A short call spread is an alternative to the short 
call. In addition to selling a call with strike A, 
you’re buying the cheaper call with strike B to limit 
your risk if the stock goes up. But there’s a tradeoff 
— buying the call also reduces the net credit 
received when running the strategy.

OPTIONS GUY’S TIPS:

One advantage of this strategy is that you want both options to 
expire worthless. If that happens, you won’t have to pay any commis-
sions to get out of your position.

You may wish to consider ensuring that strike A is around one 
standard deviation out-of-the-money  at initiation. That will increase 
your probability of success. However, the further out-of-the-money the 
strike price is, the lower the net credit received will be from this 
strategy.

As a general rule of thumb, you may wish to consider running this 
strategy approximately 30-45 days from expiration to take advantage 
of accelerating time decay as expiration approaches. Of course, this 
depends on the underlying stock and market conditions such as 
implied volatility.

BREAK-EVEN AT EXPIRATION

Strike A plus the net credit received when opening 
the position.

THE SWEET SPOT

You want the stock price to be at or below strike A 
at expiration, so both options expire worthless.

MAXIMUM POTENTIAL PROFIT

Potential profit is limited to the net credit received 
when opening the position.

MAXIMUM POTENTIAL LOSS

Risk is limited to the difference between strike A 
and strike B, minus the net credit received.

TRADEKING MARGIN REQUIREMENT

Margin requirement is the difference between the 
strike prices.

NOTE: The net credit received when establishing the short call spread 
may be applied to the initial margin requirement.

Keep in mind this requirement is on a per-unit basis. So don’t forget to 
multiply by the total number of units when you’re doing the math.

AKA Bear Call Spread; Vertical Spread

http://www.finra.org/
http://www.sipc.org/
http://www.optionsplaybook.com/option-strategies/short-call/
http://www.optionsplaybook.com/option-strategies/short-call/
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AS TIME GOES BY

For this strategy, the net effect of time decay is some-
what positive. It will erode the value of the option you 
sold (good) but it will also erode the value of the option 
you bought (bad).

IMPLIED VOLATILITY

After the strategy is established, the effect of implied 
volatility depends on where the stock is relative to your 
strike prices.

If your forecast was correct and the stock price is ap-
proaching or below strike A, you want implied volatility 
to decrease. That’s because it will decrease the value 
of both options, and ideally you want them to expire 
worthless.

If your forecast was incorrect and the stock price is ap-
proaching or above strike B, you want implied volatility 
to increase for two reasons. First, it will increase the 
value of the near-the-money option you bought faster 
than the in-the-money option you sold, thereby decreas-
ing the overall value of the spread. Second, it reflects 
an increased probability of a price swing (which will 
hopefully be to the downside).

CHECK YOUR PLAY WITH TRADEKING TOOLS

• Use the Profit + Loss Calculator to establish break-
even points, evaluate how your strategy might change 
as expiration approaches, and analyze the Greeks. 

• Use the Technical Analysis Tool to look for bearish 
indicators.

• Use the Probability Calculator to verify that strike A 
is about one standard deviation out-of-the-money.

http://www.finra.org/
http://www.sipc.org/
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PLAY FOUR 

 LONG
STRADDLE

THE SETUP

• Buy a call, strike price A
• Buy a put, strike price A
• Generally, the stock price will be at strike A
NOTE: Both options have the same expiration month.

WHO SHOULD RUN IT

Seasoned Veterans and higher
NOTE: At first glance, this seems like a fairly simple play. However, it is not 
suited for all investors. To profit from a long straddle, you’ll require fairly 
advanced forecasting ability.

WHEN TO RUN IT

You’re anticipating a swing in stock price, but 
you’re not sure which direction it will go.

THE STRATEGY

A long straddle is the best of both worlds, since the call 
gives you the right to buy the stock at strike price A 
and the put gives you the right to sell the stock at strike 
price A. But those rights don’t come cheap.

The goal is to profit if the stock moves in either
direction. Typically, a straddle will be constructed with 
the call and put at-the-money (or at the  

nearest strike price if there’s not one exactly at-
the-money). Buying both a call and a put increas-
es the cost of your position, especially for a volatile 
stock. So you’ll need a fairly significant price swing 
just to break even.

Advanced traders might run this play to take
advantage of a possible increase in implied
volatility. If implied volatility is abnormally low for 
no apparent reason, the call and put may be
undervalued. The idea is to buy them at a
discount, then wait for implied volatility to rise 
and close the position at a profit.

OPTIONS GUY’S TIPS:

Many investors who use the long straddle will look for major 
news events that may cause the stock to make an abnormally large 
move. For example, they’ll consider running this play prior to an 
earnings announcement that might send the stock in either direction.

If buying a short-term straddle (perhaps two weeks or less) 
prior to an earnings announcement, look at the stock’s charts on 
TradeKing.com. There’s a checkbox that allows you to see the dates 
when earnings were announced. Look for instances where the stock 
moved at least 1.5 times more than the cost of your straddle. If the 
stock didn’t move at least that much on any of the last three earnings 
announcements, you probably shouldn’t run this play. Lie down until  
the urge goes away.

BREAK-EVEN AT EXPIRATION

There are two break-even points:
• Strike A plus the net debit paid.
• Strike A minus the net debit paid.

THE SWEET SPOT

The stock shoots to the moon, or goes straight 
down the toilet.

MAXIMUM POTENTIAL PROFIT

Potential profit is theoretically unlimited if the stock 
goes up. 

If the stock goes down, potential profit may be 
substantial but limited to the strike price minus the 
net debit paid.

MAXIMUM POTENTIAL LOSS

Potential losses are limited to the net debit paid.

http://www.finra.org/
http://www.sipc.org/
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TRADEKING MARGIN REQUIREMENT

After the trade is paid for, no additional  
margin is required.

AS TIME GOES BY

For this play, time decay is your mortal enemy. It will 
cause the value of both options to decrease, so it’s 
working doubly against you.

IMPLIED VOLATILITY

After the play is established, you really want implied 
volatility to increase. It will increase the value of both 
options, and it also suggests an increased possibility of 
a price swing. Huzzah.

Conversely, a decrease in implied volatility will be
doubly painful because it will work against both
options you bought. If you run this play, you can really 
get hurt by a volatility crunch.

CHECK YOUR PLAY WITH TRADEKING TOOLS

• Use the Profit + Loss Calculator to establish break-
even points, evaluate how your strategy might change 
as expiration approaches, and analyze the Greeks.

• Examine the stock’s Volatility Charts. If you’re doing 
this as a volatility play, you want to see implied volatil-
ity abnormally low compared  
to historic volatility.

http://www.finra.org/
http://www.sipc.org/
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PLAY FIVE 

 LONG BUTTERFLY 
SPREAD W/ PUTS

THE SETUP

• Buy a put, strike price A
• Sell two puts, strike price B
• Buy a put, strike price C
• Generally, the stock will be at strike B
NOTE: Strike prices are equidistant, and all options have the same expiration 
month.

WHO SHOULD RUN IT

Seasoned Veterans and higher
NOTE: Due to the narrow sweet spot and the fact you’re trading three different 
options in one play, butterfly spreads may be better suited for more advanced option 
traders. 

WHEN TO RUN IT

 Typically, investors will use butterfly spreads when 
anticipating minimal movement on the stock within a 

specific time frame.

THE STRATEGY

A long butterfly spread with puts is a combination of 
a short put spread and a long put spread, with the 
spreads converging at strike B.

Ideally, you want the puts with strikes A and B to expire 
worthless, while capturing the intrinsic value of the
in-the-money put with strike C.

Because you’re selling two options with strike B, 
butterflies are a relatively low-cost strategy. So the 
risk vs. reward can be tempting. However, the odds 
of hitting the sweet spot are fairly low.

Constructing your butterfly spread with strike B 
slightly in-the-money or slightly out-of-the-money 
may make it a bit less expensive to run. This 
will put a directional bias on the trade. If strike 
B is higher than the stock price, this would be 
considered a bullish trade. If strike B is below the 
stock price, it would be a bearish trade. (But for 
simplicity’s sake, if bullish, calls would usually be 
used to construct the spread.)

OPTIONS GUY’S TIP:

Some investors may wish to run this play using index options 
rather than options on individual stocks. That’s because historically, 
indexes have not been as volatile as individual stocks. Fluctuations in 
an index’s component stock prices tend to cancel one another out, 
lessening the volatility of the index as a whole.

BREAK-EVEN AT EXPIRATION

There are two break-even points for this play:
• Strike A plus the net debit paid.
• Strike C minus the net debit paid.

THE SWEET SPOT

You want the stock price to be exactly at  
strike B at expiration.

MAXIMUM POTENTIAL PROFIT

Potential profit is limited to strike C minus  
strike B minus the net debit paid.

MAXIMUM POTENTIAL LOSS

Risk is limited to the net debit paid.

TRADEKING MARGIN REQUIREMENT

After the trade is paid for, no additional  
margin is required.

AS TIME GOES BY

For this play, time decay is your friend. Ideally, you 
want all options except the put with strike C to 
expire worthless with the stock precisely at strike B. 

http://www.finra.org/
http://www.sipc.org/
http://www.optionsplaybook.com/option-strategies/short-put-spread
http://www.optionsplaybook.com/option-strategies/long-put-spread/
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IMPLIED VOLATILITY

After the play is established, the effect of implied 
volatility depends on where the stock is relative to your 
strike prices.

If your forecast was correct and the stock price is at or 
around strike B, you want volatility to decrease. Your 
main concern is the two options you sold at strike B. A 
decrease in implied volatility will cause those near-the-
money options to decrease in value, thereby increasing 
the overall value of the butterfly. In addition, you want 
the stock price to remain stable around strike B, and a 
decrease in implied volatility suggests that may be the 
case.

If your forecast was incorrect and the stock price is 
approaching or outside of strike A or C, in general 
you want volatility to increase, especially as expira-
tion approaches. An increase in volatility will increase 
the value of the option you own at the near-the-money 
strike, while having less effect on the short options at 
strike B, thereby increasing the overall value of the but-
terfly.

CHECK YOUR PLAY WITH TRADEKING TOOLS

• Use the Profit + Loss Calculator to establish break-
even points, evaluate how your strategy might change 
as expiration approaches, and analyze the Greeks.

http://www.finra.org/
http://www.sipc.org/
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IN CONCLUSION...
Options give you opportunities to potentially invest profitably in up, down, sideways and volatile markets. Once 
you’ve mastered more basic options strategies and learned their risks, it can be useful to expand your trading 
repertoire to include advanced options plays.

But be careful. As with all option plays, no strategy is a guaranteed winner and you may experience substantial 
losses. So you need to understand your risks and enter the trade with a plan for all possible outcomes.

We hope you’ve enjoyed reading this Intelligence Report, and that it will help you approach advanced trading 
strategies with confidence. 

If you have any questions that haven’t been answered here, feel free to call one of our licensed brokers at (877) 
485-KING (5464). We’ll be glad to help.

LEARN MORE AT TRADEKING.COM
Now that you’re stepping up in the options world, expand your education with TradeKing’s extensive resources. 

The Options Playbook
TradeKing’s Options Playbook presents popular options plays for both beginning and advanced traders in a 
simple, easy-to-follow format. You’ll also find tips for maximizing your success and guides to research before 
you pull the trigger. 

You can buy your own copy on Amazon or access an online version at www.optionsplaybook.com.

You may want to get your feet wet with some common options plays for beginners, like covered call writing, 
protective puts, or collars. As your confidence and experience grow, you can use The Options Playbook to 
progress to more complex strategies.

TradeKing Learning Center
Here you can dive into a full array of educational materials on options, from beginner to advanced plays. We 
offer webinars, Intelligence Reports, tool tutorials and much more – just about everything you need to take your 
options skills one giant step forward. While there, you can find a great follow-up read to this Intelligence Report 
– Ten Mistakes New Options Traders Make.

TradeKing Trader Network

Check out our innovative Trader Network to connect with real-world traders, just like you. Swap war stories and 
market lessons learned, see who’s posting top performance stats on our Leaderboard, post Trade Notes sharing 
the rationale for your trades, speak your mind in a blog post or forum thread, and much more. It’s free and 
open to anyone. Register today!

Options Guy Blog
In this weekly blog, TradeKing’s Senior Options Analyst Brian Overby explains popular options strategies and 
provides useful investing tips.

TradeKing All-Star Trade Report
This daily blog offers color commentary, market insights and real-world education on stocks, options, and bonds 
from TradeKing’s Director of Education Nicole Wachs and an All-Star roster of industry experts.

http://www.finra.org/
http://www.sipc.org/
http://www.tradeking.com
http://www.optionsplaybook.com
http://www.amazon.com/Options-Playbook-Expanded-2nd-strategies/dp/0615308147/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1270843481&sr=8-1
http://www.optionsplaybook.com
http://www.tradeking.com/p/home/tradeking/education/home.tmpl
https://www.tradeking.com/PublicView/home/OptionsTradingOnline/Top10MistakesOptionsTrading.tmpl
http://community.tradeking.com
https://www.tradeking.com/Modules/Users/Investor/Create/create.php
http://optionsguy.tradeking.com
http://community.tradeking.com/members/tk-all-star/blogs

